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Some things in life just don’t come naturally. They take effort. They take commitment. Money 

management, for many people, is one of those things easily deferred or ignored altogether. But 

what if we changed our perspective, even just a little? The rewards can be significant, and the 

satisfaction undeniable. So try creating habits with these 10 easy actions. Start tomorrow.

Track your expenses. Write down what you spend for an entire month. 

Every latte. Everything. Post in a simple spreadsheet at the end of each week 

and examine your spending patterns. Identify your spending triggers. Better 

yet, do this for at least three months. This will become your budget. Your first 

step: locate a pad and pen to keep with you.
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If your company offers you free money, take it! Set up and contribute to 

your 401(k). Maximize your firm’s matching amount. Your first step: locate 

information on your company’s matching program.
2

Spend more time on experiences, less money on things. Consider what 

you remember most fondly. Likely, they are recollections of wonderful 

experiences. Invest in making memories, not installments in stuff that will 

quickly deteriorate. Your first step: compose a realistic and meaningful wish list 

of things to do, not get.

3

Pay cash for your rewards. Save up for date nights, dinner with friends, 

vacations, etc. If you can’t pay cash for it, you can’t afford it. Your first step: 

start a reward fund with a portion of your next paycheck.
4

Build a “fix-it” fund. Save three month’s worth of your normal expenses to 

put in the bank for a rainy day (or season). Stay diligent in accessing it only 

for life’s emergencies. Your first step: start a fix-it fund with a portion of your 

next paycheck.

5

Speak kinder to yourself. Your inner dialogue should give you a lot of 

grace. Realize healthy money management is a journey. A process. Yes, there 

will be detours, but keep your destination (goal) front and center. Your first 

step: accept that you will venture off the path.
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Fund your retirement before you save for college. Read that again. Got it? 

Good, for it’s important to keep that priority. Your first step: research what 

retirement planning involves.
7

Finalize four legal documents. Now. Everyone needs the following critical 

resources: a will, a power of attorney, durable power of attorney for 

healthcare, and a living will. And if you have minor children, designate a 

guardian and a trustee. Your first step: determine what you have and don’t have.
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Craft a vision board. Wait, what does this have to do with managing money? 

A lot. Honestly assess your dreams, goals and aspirations. Be bold. Your first 

step: associate your dreams with your future funding.
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Show up and hold yourself accountable. The journey can be difficult. 

Don’t be afraid or ashamed to ask for help. You’re the grown-up now. Re-

read #6. Your first step: commit to yourself you will take first steps.
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Be confident in how you think about and 

manage your finances. Through knowledge 

and application, you can be empowered to 

deal with money effectively.

That’s what Women’s Wealth Strategies loves 

to do. Empower women through thoughtful 

engagement, equipping them to manage 

assets without fear. Simply put, we are your 

decision partner in strategic, legal, and 

financial matters. 

I’d be honored to hear your story.
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